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Introduction

Results

Models

Gun control has consistently been at the forefront of American
political discourse; it is generally accepted that Democrats lean
pro-gun control, while Republicans are more likely to be in the
National Rifle Association’s good graces. However, it is
quantitatively unclear to what extent political party alone can predict
a congress person’s NRA rating. Further, we pose the question: do
politician speeches correspond to how they vote on guns?
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We built multinomial logistic regression models that classify the
output as one of four NRA rating categories: A, B, C/D, and F. The
features used as inputs include politician data (party, age, state,
gender) and featurized congressional speech texts.

Data
● Speeches scraped from
Congressional Record [3]
(22,363 speeches for 331
candidates from 2011-2016)
● NRA grades as of 2013 (A+
to F) and politician
information scraped from
Propublica database (15
ratings for 536 politicians)
● Merging both datasets
yields 21,785 speeches for
316 politicians

Fig 1. Distribution of NRA Grades by Political Party
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Multinomial Regression

Party, State, Age,
Gender

17,428

4,357

3.84%

3.72%

Gaussian Naive Bayes

Frequency
Featurized Text

18,412

3,373

60.2%

74.9%

Bernoulli Naive Bayes

Frequency
Featurized Text

18,412

3,373

64.3%

77%

Multinomial Naive Bayes

Frequency
Featurized Text

18,412

3,373

38.9%

53.8%

Support Vector Machine

Frequency
Featurized Text

18,412

3,373

48.9%

39.8%

Multinomial Regression,
Multinomial Naive Bayes

Party, State, Age,
Gender, Frequency
Featurized Text

2,698

675

4.64%

6.22%

Discussion
The MNB and SVM algorithms perform the best on our data, which
makes sense because MNB takes into account the number of
occurrences of words, and SVMs do not assume independence of
features. The low accuracy in text classification can be attributed to
the fact that few speeches mention gun rights specifically.
Multinomial regressions on politician features alone are over 95%
accurate, even excluding speech data, because party is a high
predictor of NRA rating (only using party and state as features to
avoid overfitting also yields over 90% accuracy). Using speech data
we can predict NRA ratings with 60.2% accuracy for up-and-coming
politicians who have made speeches. For example, based on our
MNB model, we predict Doug Jones, an unrated candidate for
Senator of Alabama, to have rating C/D from the NRA [7]. Results
such as this can be extrapolated to intuit how much campaign
funding future politicians might receive from the NRA.
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Fig 2. Illustration for SVM [5]
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Among text models, the Multinomial Naive Bayes and SVM models
perform best on classifying the four NRA rating categories. However,
politician-specific features are far better predictors of NRA rating; in
fact, including the best Naive Bayes predictions as features in the
multinomial regression reduces model accuracy.
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Congressperson features of political party, state, age, and gender
are used as a baseline metric for predicting NRA rating. Derived
features include text classification word vectors, and ensuing model
predictions. A two-level model (text classification, then multinomial
regression) uses all features to reasonably weight speeches against
personal data. The output is also derived: NRA ratings are bucketed
such that similar ratings (e.g. B+, B, and B-) into one category
(e.g. B).
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To improve our performance we plan on using word embeddings to
featurize the speeches, which will our models to incorporate some
sentiment analysis. We will also see if categorizing ratings differently
(for example, making the bins A/B, C/D, and F) gives us more
predictive power.

